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For a graph G, we can consider the minimum number of vertices (resp. edges) whose deletion 
disconnects the graph and such that two of the components created by the removal of the 
vertices (resp. t!xe edges, satisfy no additional condition (usual connectivities) or must contain: 
at least one edge (%onnectivities) or at least one cycle (cyclic connectivities). Thus, we can 
define six sorts of connectivity for a given graph. In this paper, we give upper bounds for the 
dierent types of connectivity and results about the graphs reaching these upper bounds or 
having connectivity 0 and we investigate relations between these six sorts of connectivity. 
0. Introduction 
Our graphs G = (X, E) will be finite (with at least two vertices) and without 
loops (but multiple edges are allowed). They will be supposed connected. If G has 
no multiple edge, it will be called a simple graph. Any terminology not defined 
here may be found in Berge [l]. 
Recall that a cutset of G is a set L of edges of G such that the removal of L 
disconnects G. The e&e-connectiuity of G, A(G), is the minimum cardinality of a 
cutset of G. 
A #cutset (resp. a cyclic cwtset) of G is a set L of edges such that G -L has two 
components which contain at least one edge each (resp. at least one cycle each). 
The edge %onnectiuity, A#(G) ,(resp. the edge cyclic connectivity, CA(G)) is the 
minimum cardinality taken over all #cutsets (resp. all cyclic cutsets) of G. If no 
#cutset (resp. no cyclic cutset) exists, we set A#(G) = 0 (resp. CA(G) = 0). 
Maurer and Slater have introduced in [3] a notion of %dge-#connectivity” 
slightly different of the notion defined above: when no #cutset exists, they set 
h#(G) = IEI - 1. 
The edge cyclic connectivity has been introduced by Tait [6] and studied, in 
particular, by Plummer [SJ, for planar graphs, with also a slight difference: if no 
cyclic cutset exists, they set cA( G) = 00. 
These changes make the results of this paper easier to state. 
A point cutset of G is a subset Y of X such that the graph induced by X - Y, 
noted (X - Y)? has two components. The connectivity of G, K(G), is the minimum 
cardinality of a point cutset of G. If no such point cutset exists, we set ,K(G) = 
1X1--1. 
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We define a point #cutset (resp. a point cyclic cutset) of G as a subset Y of X 
such that the graph (X - Y) has two components which contain at least one edge 
each (resp. at least one cycle each). The %onmectivity, 8(G) (resp. the cyclic 
connectMy, M(G)) is the minimum cardinality taken over all point #cuts& (resp. 
all point cyclic cutsets). Jf no point #cutset (resp. no point cyclic cutset) exists, we 
set K#(@) = 0 (resp. CK(G) = 0). 
In Section 1, ywe give upper bounds for the different sorts of connectivity of a 
graph G, and we obtain some results about the graphs reaching these bounds and 
about the graphs such that C(G) =0, where C(G) is one of the connectivities 
introduced. In Section 2, we give relations between A(G), h#(G) and CA(G) and, 
in Section 3, we do the same thing for K(G), K#(G) and CK(G). Finally, in Section 
4. we investigate relations between K#(G) (resp. CK(G)) and A#(G) (resp. CA(G)‘. 
1. b?M& for COM4XtiVih 
It is well known [73 that, for any graph G, KLAUS, where 6(G) 
(resp. A(G)) is the minimum (resp. the maximum) degree of G. For the other 
sorts of connectivity, we have: 
Tkmem 1.1. If G = (X, .E) is a simple graph with 1X1= n, then 
(8 K~(G)S~-~ for n35, 
(ii) cK(G)~n--6 for na7, 
(iii) h’l(G)sS(G)+A(G)-2c2(n-2) for nz4, 
(iv) ch(G)KVn -3) for n 26, 
and al! these bounds are sharp. 
Proof. (i), (ii) and (iii) are obvious; we only prove (iv). If G has no cycle, 
CA !,G) = 0, so we can suppose that G has cycles and we call g the girth of G. We 
use rhe following notations: if Y is a subset of X, we set Y = X- Y and 
b’ Y b-7 (e E E: e = {x, y} -with x E Y and y E 7’). We shall distinguish between 
three ;ascs. 
Case 1. We suppose g = 3. If T is a triangle of 6, lo(T)\ s 3( n - 3). 
if w(T) is a cyclic cutset, then CA(G) s 3(n -- S), so we can suppose that for any 
triangle T, o(T) is not a cyclic cutset. Let T be a triangle. By the hypothesis, (F) 
has no cycle, so 
IE(G)l = IJ%U))I + lE((T?o)I + lo(T)I 
<3+(n-34)+3(n-3) 
whel : k ;z 1 is the number of components of (j-j. So \E(G)l<4n - k - 9. Now, let 
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L be a minimal cyclic cutset of G. Let X1 and X, the two components of G -L, 
with IX,1 = p. Then 
IL1 = lE(G)I - lENX,>)l - IEWQJl 
~4n-k-9-p-(n-p)=3n-k--9<3(n-3). _ 
So when g = 3, CA(G) s 3(n - 3) 
Case 2. We suppose g = 4. If C is a cycle of length 4, Iw(C)l~2(n -4). So, if 
there exists a cycle C of length 4 such that o(C) is a cyclic cutset, (iv) is true. 
Othenvise, with the method used in the proof of Case 1, we can prove that 
(E(G)! s3n - 8- k (with k a 1) and then, if L is minimal cyclic cutset of G, 
IL(S2n-9S3(n-3). 
C!ase 3. We suppose g a 5. If C is a cycle of length g, lo(C)1 < n - g, so, if there 
exists a cycle of length g such that o(c) is a cyclic cutset, (iv) is true. Otherwise, 
IE(G)l<2n - g - k and then a minimal cyclic cutset L satisfies 1.~1 s n - g - k s 
3(n - 3). 
Furthermore, the bounds given in Theorem 1.1 are sharp. Let S,_,, be an 
independent set of cardinality (n - 4),. Consider two new different edges {x, y) and 
{x’, y ‘} and create all possible edges between (x, y} and S,,_4 and (x’, y’} and S,_,. 
We have defined then a graph G,, such that @(G”) = n -4. 
If Sn_+ is an independent set of cardinality (n - 6), if (x, y, z} and {x’, y ‘, z’} are 
two disjoint triangles and if we create all possible edges between {x, y, z) and 
S n-69 1x’, Y’, z’l and %a, we obtain a graph H, such that CK(&) = n - 6. Finally, 
for any n 24, AH(G) = 2(n -2) iff G = K, and for any n 26, d(G) = 3in - 3) iff 
G=K,,. 0 
In [3], the graphs G such that h’(G) = 0 have been characterized: if M is a 
simple graph, let us call G a multigraph of H if G has the same vertices and 
vertex adjacency as H. With this definition, we have: 
PBOIMMJMO~ 1.2 [3]. We have X#(G) = 0 if G is either 
(i) a multigraph of the star K,,, (n 2 1), or 
(ii) a m&graph of KS. 
In [2], Lo&z has characterized the graphs without two disjoint cycles: 
Theoxem 1.3 [2]. A graph G = (X, E) 
end points of G, we have 
satisfies ch( G) = 0 ifl, after removal of the 
(i) Us (where any line can be replaced by a path of length >2), 
(ii) a graph with a vertex x such that (X- x) is a forest, 
(iii) a graph of one of the two families shown in Fig. 1 (where a thick line cart be 
replaced by k parallel edges, (with k 20) and where any line can be replaced by a 
path of length 22). 
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Now, we can give some results about the graphS such that K#(G) = 0 or 
CK(G) = 0, using particular notions of splitting of a vertex. lLGt x be a vertex of G. 
Call H the graph obtained by replacing x by k parallel edges (x,, ~3, k 2 1, and 
every edge e E [x, ylG by one and only one edge of [x,, Y]~ or of [x2? ylH (where 
[z, & is the set of edges between z and t in G), with the condition: if there exist 
vertices x’, y and y’ in G such that x and y, x and y’, X’ and y’ (resp. x and y, x 
and y’, x’ and y’, x and x’) are the only adjacent vertices among X, x’, y and y’, 
then make y’ and y (resp. (x’ and y) or (y’ and y)) adjacent to the same 4, i = 1 
or 2. WC shall say that .H arises from G be a #splitting at x (see Fig. 2 for 
examples, where a dotted line means that the edge does not exist). 
x1 x2 
We have then the fol!owing results: 
Lemma 1.4. Let G be a graph such that K#(G) = 0. Let H be a graph obtairred 
from G by a %plirting at x. 7Tten. K#(H) = 0 ifl for every edge {y, y ‘) of G, x is 
adjacent to y or to y I. 
Fig. 2. 
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mf. First, if there is an edge {y, y’) in G such that neither (5 y) nor {x, y’} 
exists, then if we remove all the vertices of H-ix,, s) adjacent to xl or to n2, we 
obtain a point %utset, so &@(I$) >O. 
Now, suppose that for every edge (y, y’} of G, x is adjacent to y or to y’. 
Consider two non adjacent edges f and f’ of H (if there aren’t any non adjacent 
edges in H, which can happen, for instance, if M = &,,, then we are already 
done). 
Case 1. Neither x7 nor x2 are vertices of f or f’. Then, if f= {z, y} and 
f’ = {z’, y’}, there is an edge between (a y} and iz’, y’} in G, and thus also in H 
Case 2. f = (.x1, y} with y # x2. Then, in G, we have two edges (x, y} and 
f’ = (x’, y ‘}. If we have either {y, x’} or (y, y ‘} or ({y, x’} and {y, y ‘1) in G, then 
there is one edge between one vertex of f and one vertex of f’. Otherwise, we 
have the case described in the definition of a #splitting -s. K and so there exists an 
edge in H between one vertex of f and one vertex of j’. 
Case 3. f = {xl, xz). Let f’ =(x’, y’}. By the hypothesis, x is adjacent to x’ for 
example in G, so we have {x1, x’} or {x2, x’] in H. El 
Theorem 1.5. Let G be a graph. T;hen, K#(G) = 0 ifl G is obtained by recuasim 
%pkting at vertices following the condition of I.emma 1.4, stating from any graph 
Go such that A#(GJ = 0. 
Proof. If A#@) =0, then K#(G) =O. So, by Lemma 1.4, if G is obtained by 
recursive #splitting at vertices following the condition of Lemma 1.4, then 
K+@(G) = 0. 
Conversely, let G be a graph such that K#(G) = 0, and consider two adjacent 
vertices x1 and x2 of G. Let us call H the graph obtained by replacing the edges 
between x1 and x2 by a vertex x, any edge {y, xi) i = 1 or 2, being replaced by an 
edge (x, y} (parallel edges can be created). Then, K#(H) = 0 and G arises from H 
by a #splitting at x. . 
First, suppose there are four vertices x, x’, y and y’ in H joined only by the 
edges (x, x’}, {y, y ‘} and (JC, y}; suppose tfr2 edges (x’, x,} and {y, x2) exist in G. 
Then, the edges {x’, x1) and (y, x2) could be disconnected in G, so K#(&;;) > 0, 
which is a contradiction. 
Secondly, suppose there are four vertices x, x’, y and y’ in H joined only by the 
edges (x, y), {x, y’}, {x’, y’s and {x, x’}; suppose, for instance, the edges ix’, x,), 
{y, x,) and (y’, x2) exist in G. Then, the edges {x1, y} and (x’, y’} couild be 
disconnected in G, which is a contradiction with K#(G) = 0. 
Furthermore, if x is not joined in H by at least one edge to the vertices of the 
edge (y, z}, the edges (x,, x2) and (y, z} could be disconnected in G; so, the 
#splitting at x follows the condition of Lemma 1.4. q 
We now define the notion of cyclic splitting. Let x be a vertex of G. Call _H’ the 
graph obtained by replacing x by either k 2 2 parallel edges between x1 and x2 or 
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an elementary cycle [x1, x2, . . . , xp, x1 J, with g 23, and by replacing every edge 
{x, y) by an edge {xi, y}, 1 s i G p, with the following conditions, when p 2 3: 
If there exist vertices y 1, . . . , ys, zl, . . . , z, such that the subgraph induced by 
{x. y,, . . . , yq, zl,. . . , z,} has for edges: 
(i) the cycles [x, yl, ~2,. . l , ys, x], [x, zl, t2,. . . , z, x] and only them, then 
make either yl (or y,) and tl (or z,) adjacent to the same q, 1 s i c p, or y, {or yJ 
adjacent to a r_ and z1 (or ZJ adjacent to +_1 or ++I, 1Gjep; 
(ii) the cycles Cx, yl, y2, . . . 9 yq, xl, Cz,, z”z, l l . , z,, z,] and {x, z~,}, . . . , {x, z~}, 
k a 1, and only them, then make at least one zi, and yl (or y,) adjacent to the 
same q. 
We shall say that H’ urises from G by a cyclic splitting at x. 
Lemum L6. Let G be a graph such that CK (G) = 0. Let H’ be a graph which arises 
from G by a cyclic splitting at x. Then cu(H’) =0 ifl for every cycle 
CYb Y29. - y,,, y ,] of G, there is at least one edge {q y,), 1~ i s p. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 1.4. 0 
Zbeorem 1.7’. Let G be a graph. Then cu(G) = 0 ifl G is obtained by recur&e 
cyclic splitting at tvrtices following the condition of Lemma 1.6, stating from any 
graph G,, such that cA(G,) = 0. 
Proof. We apply Lemma 1.6 and the fact that if ch(G,) = 0, then cu(Go) = 0. 0 
2. ReMions between h(C), AH(G) and CA(G) 
P~opogiti~~~ 2.1. ZJ ch(G)>O, then 
Futihe$more, if A(G)> [$A#(G)] + 1, then AH(G) = CA(G). 
Proof. The inequaSitieJ* being obvious, we only prove the second part of the 
proposit ion. 
Suppose 6 has a rrrinfr Ial #cutset L, which is not a cyclic cutset. Call X1 and X2 
:$e components of G - L. One of these components, say X1, does not contain a 
cyclt, put p == 1X,1, p 22. (X,) has “-(p - 1) edges and so the sum of the degrees in 
G of the vertices in X is SA#(G) + 2(p - 1). So 
6((X,)) c I - 
By hypothesis, A#(G) 23 A(G)> [$A#(G)] + 1, so AH(G) 32. But the function 
I k +2(&l-- 1) pcs -- :1 I 
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is maximum :Eor p = 2 ifE EC a2, so 
6({&)) s L&#(G) + 2)j. 
So, A(G) s 6(G) s 6({XJ) s &#(G)j + 1, which gives a contrad.ictiopl with the 
hypothesis. q 
We now prove that Proposition 2.1 is the best possible. 
IPmpd&m 22 Let OCpcqSr be integers. 
(i) If p 6 L-141 +1, there is a simple graph G such that 
A(G) = p, AH(G) = q, CA(G) = r. 
(ii) If p > l$q] + 1, there is a simple graph G’ such that 
h(G’) = p, X#(G’) = cA(G’) = q. 
proof, We merely describe graphs G and G’ which work. 
(i) Let a EN. Take two copies, say G1 and G,, of & Pick a p-set V of vertices 
in G1, and connect a new vertex x to V by p non parallel edges. Pick a [&ql-set 
V’ of vertices of G,, and connect the points of V’ to two new vertices y and z, 
joined by an edge, by q non parallel edges. Then, connect G1 and C, by r non 
parallel edges. If we choose a = max(3, I), G = G(p, q, P) is the result; 
(ii) Take two copies, say G, and Gz, or K. Join a new vertex x: to G1 by p non 
parallel edges, and connect G1 and G2 by q non parallel edges. G’= G’(p, q) 
works. Cl 
We can say more about the equalities in Proposition 2.1. 
&p0siti011 2.3. A(G)=cA{G) iffcA(G)>O and cA(G)sJ$(G). 
Pxoof. If A(G) = CA(G), as A(G)<a(G), we have the result. We nti-’ prove that if 
A(G)<cA(G), then cA(G)>S(G). Let us suppose that A(G)<cA(G). Then let L 
a minimal cutset and let X1 and Xz the two components of G - L. L cannot be a 
cyclic cutset so (X1), for example, has no cycle. 
If X,=(x}, then 6(G)<&(x)= A(G)<cA(G). Otherwise, (X,) has at least two 
endpoints x and y. Let k be the number of edges of L adjacent to x. If 
&A(G)-- 1, then 
If k = A(G), then y is not adjacent to edges of L, so 
8(G)=&(y)=l~h(G)ccA(G). 0 
RUQMB&&~ 2.4. A(G)=Agtt(G) iflA#(G)>O and A#(G)cS(G). 
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Proof. It is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.2. q 
3. Rdatiom behwen K(G), K#(G) and CK(G) 
I’mposition 3.1. If CK (G) :, 0, then 
If p S q S r are positive integers, them is a simple graph N such that K(G) = p, 
K#(C) = q and CK(G) = r. 
Prmf. We just give a graph H which works. 
For p 22, take the following bipartite graphs (where X: Y, 2, ‘I’, V are 
vertex-sets and Ei, 1 G i ~4, edge-sets) 
G = K2.p =(X, Y, E,), G = &,, = (8 T&Jr 
Gz = KpSr = (Y, Z &A G4 = h.2 = (T1 V, EA. 
Then, if x aqd y are the vertices of V, add the edge {x, y}. We obtain in this way a 
graph H = M(p, q, r) which works. For p = 1, take the following bipartite graphs: 
G; = Kz.q = (X’, Y’, E’,), G; = K,, = (Z’, T’, E;), 
G;: = &., = (Y’, Z’, E;), Gf+ = Z& = (T’, V’, E$) 
and add (a) the edge {y, z} where y and z are the vertices of V’, (b) the edge 
{x, x’} where x is a new vertex and x’ any vertex of X’. Then, the graph obtained 
works. q 
We can add to the first part of Proposition 3.1 the following results about the 
cases of quality. 
PNB~OS~~~OO 3.2. Zf G is CL simple gruph, then K(G) = K#(G) ifl K#(G) > 0 and 
K#(G)S~(G). 
Proof. If K(G) = K#(G), then the result is obvious. 
Now, suppose that K(G)< K#(G). Let Y be ir minimal point cutset and let XI 
a.4 X1 be two components of (X - Y). With !<he hypothesis, one of the compo- 
ncnta, say X,. has no edge. Let x E X,. As i-i is simple, &+I?) s k(x) s 1 YI = 
K(G)<K*(G), so S(G)< K#(G) and so we have the result. 0 
Proposition 3.3. Zf K(G) = CK(G), then CK(GJ~~(G) and CK(G))O. Conwsely, 
ifG is a simple graph such that m(G)>0 and CK(G)+G), then K(G)= a@). 
Proof. The first part is obvious. 
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Now, suppose ~(G)ccx(G). Let Y a minimal point cutset, and let X1 and X2 
the two components of (X- Y). By the hypothesis, one can suppose that X1 is a 
’ forest. Let x be’an endpoint of (X1). As G is simple, there are at most K(G) edges 
between x and Y. So ~(G)~&(~&K(G)+~QcK(G). Cl 
We know [7] that for any graph G, K(G)sA(G). But for cyclic and #connectiv- 
ity, no similar results hold. We only have: 
proposftion 4.1. If cA(G)s 1, then CK(G)SCA(G). 
If A#(G)d2, then K#(G)sA#(G). 
mf. If CA(G) =0, then CK(G) =O. Now, suppose CA(G) = 1 and CK(@ # 1. 
There is an edge (x, y} in G such that G -(x, y} has two components X1 and X2. 
Let us consider G --(xl = G’; G’ has two components, X1 -(x} and X2. By the 
hypothesis, (X1 -{x}) has no cycle. FOT the same reason, (X,-(y)) is without 
cycle. So, every cycle in G contains x or y, so CK(G) = 0. 
If h”(G) = 0, then K#(G) =O. 
Now, suppose AH(G) = 1 and let {x, y} be a #cuts& It is easy to see that {x) is a 
point cutset. So, either K#(G) = 1, or (X, -{x}> (r&p. (X, -{y})) has no edge 
(where X1 and X2 are the components of G -{x, ~3). St, in the last case, G is a 
fo!est with diameter three, so K#(G) = 0. 
Finally, suppose AH(G) = 2. Let L = {{x, y}, (x’, y pl&e_?,,minimal cutset and let 
X1 and X2 be the components of G - L. If we suppG>se x and x’ belong to X1, 
(x, x’} is a point cutset of G, so, either K#(G) ==2, or (X,-(x, x’):, (resp. 
CXT-(YI YW) h as no edge. In the last case, G is one of the graphs shown in Fig. 3 
(where a thick line can be replaced by k 3 0 parallel edges, and where Vi, pi 20 
and qi 2 0). 
x1 y I
Fig. 3. 
It is easy to see that, for these graphs, we have either K#(G) =0 or @(G) = 
2. 13 - 
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All the other cases may o~ur: 
-II 4.2,. (i) If p is Q positive rnteger, there exists a simple graph G such that 
K#(G) = 0 and A*(G) = p. 
(ii) If p < q are positive integers, then, * exists a simple graph H such ithat 
K#(&q) = p aid h+@(H) = q. 
(iii) If 3 s p <q are integers, there exists a simple graph F suck that A#@) = p 
abtd #(F) = q. 
Roof* We merely describe G, H and F. 
(i) Choose a vertex lc of Z&. , and create #an edge {x, y}, with y $ &+r. Then, we 
have a graph G which satisfies (i). 
(ii) Take two copies, say G, and G2 of &, with vertex-set (x,, . . . , q,} (resp. 
{)‘I* * l * . y,)) and an independent p-set S = ~[r,, . . . , 2,). 
Create the edges (4, zi} and {y,, zi}, 1 s i 64, where the indices of the vertices zi 
are taken modulo p. Then, we obtain a graph Zf which works. 
(iii) First, suppose 334. Let S =(x1, . . . , A& be an independent set. Consider 
a &, with vertex-set {y3, . . . , y,). Add six new vertices: y,, y2, Y~+~, Y~+~, x and 
Y ad create the edges k yh LYE, ~2, ~31, LY,, yp+l, yp+J, i(yi, yi1: 1 sjsq -2, 
1 S i SG p+ 2, i # 2, i # p + 1). Then, we create p nonparallel edges between (x, y} 
and {yi/i # 2 and i # p + l}, in such a way that: 
-x is adjacent to y, and y,, 
- y is adjacent to yp and Y~+~, 
- every yi, i # 2 and i # p + 1, is the end of exactly one edge coming from (x, y}. 
If we call F(p, q) the graph obtained, F(p, q) satisfies (iii). 
Secondly, if we suppose p = 3, we delete the edge {y, y3) from F(3, q), and we 
obtain a graph which works. q 
PaQposition 4.3. (i) If p is a positive integer, the is a simple graph G’ such that 
CK(G’) = 0 and ch(G’) = p. 
(ii) Zf p s q are positive integers, there is a simple graph H’ such that CK( H’) = p 
zz;)r~b ch (H’) = q. 
(iii) Zf p s q are positive integers, there is a +nple graph F’ swch that crc(F’) = q 
and cA(F’) = p. 
Proof. (i) Take the graph G described in PnJposition 4.,2. Add a new vertex z 
and the edges {x, z) and {y, z}. Then, we have: G’. 
(ii) If q = 3, take ,ri -L H. 
If q = 2, take two disjoint triangles [x, y, z, x] and [x’, y”, z’, x’] and an indepen- 
dent set S of cardinal&y p (with p = 1 or 2). Then create two nonparallel edges 
between S and {x, y} and S and {x’, y’}. We obtained H’. 
If q = 1, we take two disjoint triangles joined by a path of length two. 
(iii) We construct F’ with little modificaticns to the graph F: we add to the 
vertices of F three vertices ya,? yP+3 and z and we mate the edges [yl, y,, yJ, 
[Y~+~, Y~+~, y,+J, [x, z, y]. If p = 4, the graph obtained works. (we ca.Y it F’(p, q)). 
For p = 3, we take F’(3, q) and we delete the edge {y, y& 
For p = 2 and q 33, we take F’(3, q) and we delete the edges {y, y3} and {x, y3}. 
For p = q = 2, we take F’(2,2) = H’(2,2) defim& in (ii). 0 
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